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Practical Decomposition of Automata 
A. NOZAKI 
Faculty of Engineering, Yamanashi University, Takeda-4, Kofu, Japan 
A series-parallel decomposition of an automaton A into r components 
(r ~> 1) is said to be practical iff every component has fewer states than the 
original automaton d. It is said to be perfect iff the product of the numbers of 
states of components i  equal to the number of states of d. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions are given for a Moore-type automaton to have a practical 
decomposition. An algebraic riterion is also given for a reduced, strongly 
connected permutation automaton tohave a perfect decomposition. It should be 
noted that an automaton may have a perfect decomposition although its semi- 
group is a simple group, and that an automaton may not have a practical 
decomposition, while its semigroup is a nonsimple group. 
1 , INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, any automaton can be decomposed without feedback loops 
into flip-flops and component automata, whose semigroups are simple groups. 
These components hemselvers can not be decomposed into other automata 
with simpler semigroups: they are "irreducible" in the classical theory of 
decomposition. 
In the classical theory, by the way, we are allowed to use combinational 
circuits freely for connecting components. But, if the complexity of combinational 
circuits is not considered, then the complexity of a component automaton should 
be measured by the number of its states (or required flip-flops), not by its semi- 
group. Here is an important problem so far ignored in the algebraic theory of 
decomposition. 
The numbers of states of components were considered by Hartmanis and 
Stearns (1966). They established the relation between the numbers of the 
states of two component automata ("front" and "tail" machines) and a set 
system (covers in Zeiger, 1968) with substitution property. Recently, Dilger 
(1976) discussed the decomposition of a permutation-reset au omaton i  which 
the state sets as well as the semigroups of the components are small compared 
to those of the original automaton. However, these authors did not characterize 
in general the "irreducible" automaton with respect o the number of states. 
In  this paper, we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for an automaton 
to be irreducible in this sense. 
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2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATIONS 
Here we confine ourselves to considering the Moore-type automaton 
A ---- (9, X, Y,f ,  g), 
where 
f :Q  × x---~Q and g:Q--~ Y. 
We define in the usual manner the valuef(s, ~) for a state sand an input sequence 
~, and define g(s, o 0 as follows: 
g(s, ~) = g[f(s, ~)]. 
We associate to each input a (or input sequence ~) an operator aA (or RA) on Q, 
defined as follows: 
?tA(s ) = f(s, a) (or ~A(s) = f(s, o0, respectively). 
In particular, the null string h induces the identity on Q: 
Hereafter, the suffix A of an operator may often be omitted. 
We represent by ~ the right composite of the operators d and/~, that is: 
(~b)(s) = b(~(s)) = f (f(s, a), b) = f(s, ab) = (ab)(s). 
Obviously, 
(~/~)~ = ~(9~) -- ~3~. 
Now let us consider r automata of the form: 
& = (9~, X~, Y~ ,f~. ,g3 (1 ~< i ~< r). 
We can construct from them an automaton 
M = (Q1 × "'" × Qr, X, Y, fM,gm) 
in the usual way, as follows (see Fig. 1). Let Z~ (1 ~< i < r) be a mapping from 
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X× Y1 × "" × Y~-i to X~, and ¢ a mapping from 111 × "'" × Yr to Y: 
fM(~ ,..., , , ,  ~) 
: ( f i ( s i ,  Z i (x) ) , fz (s2,  Z2(x, gl(Sl))),...,f,.[Sr, Zr(x,  gl(sl),. . . ,  gr_l(Sr_i))]); (1) 
gM(Sl ..... S~) 
= ¢(g1(,1),..., g,(s,.)). (2) 
Such an automaton M is called a (series-paral lel)product o f t  automata A i ,..., A r  • 
The mappings Z1 ,..., Zr and ¢ are called connecting funct ions for M. By definition, 
gM(s~ ,..., s,. , ~) = ¢[fM(s~ ,..., s~ , ~)] 
for any input sequence a over X. 
Fro. I. Decomposition of an automaton. 
Now suppose that 
t 
fM(S l  , . . . ,  S~, , o 0 = (S l ' , . . .  , S r ).  
Since our construction does not contain any feedback, the first i entries 
(si',... , st' ) of the terminal state are uniquely determined by those of the initial 
state, (s x .... , s,,), and the input ~. We therefore write: 
(s;,..., s,') - -g~, /s ,  .... , s i ,  ~). 
DEFINITION ]. Let us consider two automata 
and 
A = (9A, x ,  Y, fA ,g~) 
B = (QB, x ,  Y, fB ,g.) 
with the common input set X and output set Y. 
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(1) We say that the automaton A is simulated by B, iff there exists a 
mapping ~ from QA to QB satisfying the following condition. For any state s in 
QA and any input sequence ~, 
gA(s, ~) = g.(¢(s), ~). 
The mapping 6 is called the associator. Obviously, the state s of A is equivalent 
to the state $(s) of B. It  will be easily seen that the statesfA(s, ~) andfB(6(s), ~) 
are equivalent. 
(2) We say that A is decomposable into r automata, iff it is simulated by 
a product 
M = (Q1 x " '  x Q~, x ,  Y, fM,gM) 
of r automata (r ~ 1.) In this case, the pair (M, 4) of the product automaton M 
and the associator ~is called the decomposition fA. 
(3) A decomposition (M, 4) of A is said to be practical iff 
IQ~I < IQi 
for any possible i, where [S [  denotes the number of elements of a set S. A 
practical decomposition is said to be perfect iff 
[g I= IQ I [x lQ21 x'"xlQrl. 
An automaton is said to be irreducible iff it has no practical decomposition. 
Now an automaton is said to be reduced iff any equivalent states s and s' are 
identical. 
LEMMA 1. I f  an automaton is not reduced, then it is practically decomposable 
(i.e., it has a practical decomposition.) 
LEMMA 2. I f  a reduced automaton is decomposable into r automata, 
[Q I< IQ l lx ' "x lQr l  
where the Q and Qi's denote the state sets of the original automaton and of the 
components, respectively. 
COROLLARY. A reduced automaton with only one or two states is irreducible. 
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LEMMA 3. A reduced automaton _/1 = (Q, X,  Y, f , g) is practically decomposable 
iff so is the automaton of the form: 
As = (Q, x s, 9, f, ido), 
where id o denotes the identity on Q and X $ is a subset of X such that 
{aA la~X s}={a A ia~x}.  
Proof. By the definition of A s , we have 
gads, ~) = ido(f  As(s, ~)) = f(s, ~) 
for any sequence ~over X s. Besides, we can find a mapping ~:: X --~ X s such that 
for any input a in X 
/x, 
~(a)a  = dn, 
that is, 
f(s,  f(a)) = f(s, a). 
(If) The automaton A can be constructed from A s by adding two com- 
binational circuits as in Fig. 2. Hence it is practically decomposable, if so is A s. 
X A y 
FIG. 2. Construction of A by AS. 
(Only if) Suppose that A has a practical decomposition (M, ¢). Then for 
any input sequence ~over X, the statefvt(¢(s), ~) is equivalent to the statef(s, a). 
Let us consider another product M'  of the same components as M, which is 
obtained by modifying the connecting functions Z 1 ,..., Z,. and ¢ for M as follows. 
(1) The domain of Z~ is restricted to X s × Q~ × ... × Qi -1  , where Qi 
stands for the state set of the/ th  component. 
We denote the restricted mapping by the same symbol Z~. 
(2) Let s o be an arbitrarily fixed state of A; 
~b'(sl,... , s,.) = s if there is a state s of A which is equivalent to (sl ,..., st), 
= So otherwise. 
Since A is reduced, this mapping ¢' is well defined. For instance, 
¢ ' ( f~(¢( , ) ,  ~)) = f(s, ~). 
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We shall now verify that A s can be simulated by M'.  For any state s of A s and 
any sequence/3 over X $, 
gM,(dp(s), /3) = ~'(fM,(Cb(s), {3)) 
= ~'(fu(d?(s), [3)) 
= f(s,/3) = gAS(S, [3). 
Thus A s is simulated by M'.  Since M '  has the same components as 31, it gives a 
practical decomposition of A s. 
Remark. In this proof, the domain of Zi is not important. Therefore, the 
automaton (Q, x ,  Q, f, id) is practical, if so is A. 
DEFINITION 2. Let us consider an automaton 
A = (Q, x ,  Y, f, g). 
The permutation component (or p-component) of A is a permutation automaton 
defined as follows: 
A '~ = (Q, X ,Q , f% ido), 
where 
if da is a permutation on Q, 
otherwise. 
Obviously, the semigroup G of the p-component A e of A is a permutation 
group on Q. It consists of all permutations in the semigroup of A. 
LEMMA 4. Let A = (Q, X,  Y , f ,g )  be a reduced automaton with at least 
three states. Then it is practically decomposable iff so is its p-component M ~. 
Proof. (If) There is a decomposition procedure by which any automaton A
with n states can be decomposed into the following components (see Ginzberg, 
1968): 
(1) a permutation-reset automaton A' with n states, and 
(2) an automaton with (n -- 1) states. 
The "front machine" A' is again decomposable into simpler components, 
if so is the p-component A ~ with n states. Hence the if part is immediate. 
(Only if) Now we assume that the automaton 
(Q, X, Q, f, ido) 
is simulated by a product M of r automata A~ ,..., A,.. 
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We modify each component Ai by adding a new input c, which induces the 
identity on its state set ~)~: g(A)(s) = s. Then the p-component A e is evidently 
decomposable into these components, using the connecting functions modified 
as follows: 
Zi(a, s 1 , . . . ,  S i _ l )  = C 
if d(A~) is the identity (si's are arbitrary). 
Since each component A i has the same state set as before, this decomposition 
of A e is practical. 
Hereafter, we mainly consider reduced permutation automata with at least 
three states. 
3. COSET AUTOMATON 
Let G be a group and K a subgroup of G (not necessarily normal). We denote 
by K\G the family of right cosets of K in G: 
K\G = {Kg I g ~ G}. 
Obviously, 
I K\G] = I G j/] K], 
DEVlNITION 3. Let K be a subgroup of a group G and J a generating set of 
G. We denote by A[G, K, J] the automaton defined as follows: 
A[G, K, J] = ((K1G), J, (K\G), R, id(K\~)) 
where 
R(Kh, g) = Khg. 
This automaton is called the coset automaton over G, K, and J. Since any input 
g ~ J induces a permutation ~on (K\G), it is a permutation automaton. Its semi- 




~,(Kh) = R(Kh, g) = Khg. 
When K = {e}, our coset automaton coincides with the group 
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automaton Ca,s in Bayer (1966). I f  K = {e} and J = G, then it can be con- 
sidered as a machine M(G) of group G in Arbib (1969). 
LEMMA 5. Let ~ be the semigroup of a coset automaton A [G, K, J]. Let N be 
the largest normal subgroup of G contained in K. Then 
C _~ C/N. 
A subgroup K of G is said to be abnormal in G, iff it contains no normal 
subgroup of G, other than {e}. 
COROLLARY. I f  K is abnormal in G, then 
~G.  
For the proof, the reader is referred to Hall (1959). 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group and K, H be its subgroups. 
(1) The coset automaton A[G, K, J] is decomposable into 
A[G, H, G] and A[H, (K n H), H]. 
(2) This decomposition is practical iff 
I GI/IHr, rH! / !KnHr <IC!/IKr. 
(3) This decomposition is perfect iff 
a~H~K.  
Proof. (1) Since our decomposition is quite similar to that of a machine 
M(G) of a group G by a normal subgroup N, we shall describe only the outline. 
Suppose that 
K\G = {Khl ,..., Kh~}, 
H1G = {H% .... , H%}, 
and 
(K n H)\H = {(K n H)u, ..... (K n H)uv} 
Then we have 
(uj e H). 
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Now, we define mappings ¢, Z1, Z2, and ¢ in the following way-: 
¢(Khi) = (H%,  (K n H) uj) for h i E (K n H) ujv k ; 
Zl (g )  = g; 
Z2(g , K%) = %g(v~ 1) for v s such that H%g = Hv s ; 
¢(H%, (K n H) u~) = Ku~%. 
Then the relation 
Kh, = ¢(H~,  (K m H)uj) 
is preserved by any input g. 
Remark. A subgroup H of G induces a set system C with substitution 
property for A[G, K, J]. The system C forms a partition if H contains K 
(Nozaki, 1976). 
The proofs of (2) and (3) are now immediate. 
EXAMPLE 1. M 1 = A[A~, {e}, As], where As denotes the alternative group 
of degree n. This is a group automaton with 60 states, whose semigroup is 
isomorphic to the simple group As. Nevertheless it has a perfect decomposition, 
since the subgroup 
H={g~A~lg(5)  =5} 
satisfies the condition of Theorem 1(3). In fact, it is decomposable into four 
automata, one with five states, two with two states, and one with three states. 
EXAMPLE 2. 214 2= A[S 4 , K, S4], where S~ denotes the symmetric group of 
degree n, and 
K~-{g~ $4 Ig(4) =4}.  
This automaton has four states. Its semigroup G is isomorphic to $4 and is 
primitive as a permutation group on (K\Sa) (see Hall, 1959, the last statement of
Theorem 5.6.1). Nevertheless it is practically decomposable into the following 
automata: 
A[Sa, A4, $4] two states, 
A[A4,/ /1,  A~] three states, 






A[H~ ,{e},H~] two states, 
H 1 = {e, (12)(34),  (13)(24),  (14)(23)} 
H 2 = {e, (1 2)(3 4)). 
As will be shown later, this automaton M e has no perfect decomposition. 
4. POSSIBILITY OF PRACTICAL DECOMPOSITION 
LEMMA 6. Let A be a permutation automaton with at least three states. I f  it is 
not strongly connected, then it is practically decomposable. 
Proof. Let G be the semigroup of A and s o an arbitrary state of A. We 
consider a partition of the state set Q of A, defined as follows: 
,r = {B, Q - B}, B = {g(s0) E g ~ G}. 
By assumption, the group G is not transitive on Q and therefore this partition is 
nontrivial. Since this partition is of substitution property, the automaton A is 
practically decomposable (Hartmanis and Stearns, 1966, Theorem 5.10). 
LEMMA 7. Let Jt be a permutation automaton of the form 
A = (Q, x ,  Q, f, idol 
Let X $ be a minimal subset of X such that 
(dA I a~X s} = {dA i a~X}.  
I f  the automaton A is strongly connected, then the automaton 
A ~ = (Q, X s, Q, f, ido) 
is isomorphic to the coset automaton A[G, K, 2] ,  where G is the semigroup of A, 
K = {g ~ Gig(so) = So} 
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for an arbitrary state S o of A, and 
2 = {d A l aEX~.  
The subgroup K is called the stabilizer of the state s o of A. 
Proof. Since A is strongly connected, the group G is transitive on the state 
set Q of A. Then, as is well known in the representation theory, the permutation 
group G on (K\G) is a faithful representation of the permutation group G on Q 
(hence, G ~_ G and I K\G [ = [ Q [)- More precisely, for any state s, 
~(g(s)) = ~(~(s)) 
where ~ is a certain one-to-one and onto mapping from Q to (K\G). 
Now by assumption, the mapping 
t:(a) = d A 
from X s to 2 is one-to-one and onto. Therefore, for any state s and input 
a ~ X s, we have 
~(f(s, a)) = ~(aA($)) = ~(~(a)(s)) 
- ~(a) (~(s ) )  = R(~(s ) ,  ~(a) ) .  
This shows that the automaton A s is isomorphic to A[G, K, X]. 
COROLLARY. Under the same assumptions as the theorem, 
(1) jQ [=tGI / IK [ ,  
(2) the stabilizer K is abnormal in G, and 
(3) the automaton A is practically decomposable iff so is the coset automaton 
A[G, K, 2 ]  (seeLemma 3). 
LEMMA 8. Suppose that an automaton A is strongly connected and has a 
decomposition (M, ¢). Then we can assume without loss of generality the following 
property. 
i f  
fM(¢(s), ~) = s 
for some state s and input sequence ~, then 
A,(s, ~) = 4~(s) 
for some input sequence ft. 
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Proof. Let s be an arbitrary state of A. Suppose that 
fM(¢(s), ~) ¢ ¢(s) 
for any sequence/?. Since A is strongly connected, there is a sequence ~0 such 
that 
Then the state 
f (s ,  a " flo) = s. 
s' =/ . (¢ ( , ) ,  ~-  Zo) 
of M is equivalent to the state s. Therefore, the value ¢(s) of the mapping ¢ can 
be changed to s'. 
By this modification, the set 
D(s) = {s ] s = fM(¢(s), 7) for some 7} 
of "descendants" of¢(s) becomes maller than before, since the former value of 
4(s) cannot be in this set D(s). 
I f  the new mapping ¢ thus obtaincd oes not yet satisfy the required property, 
then we modify it again in the same way. Since the set D(s) is finite, we shall 
obtain eventually a mapping ~ with a minimal set D(s). Such a mapping ¢ should 
satisfy the required property for the state s. 
Since the state s is arbitrary, this completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Now we shall state our main theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a reduced automaton with at least three states: 
M = (Q, X ,  Y , f ,g ) .  
Let G be a subgroup of the semigroup S of A, defined as follows: 
G = {g ~ S p g is a permutation on the state set Q}. 
Let K be the stabilizer of a state s of d.  
(1) I f  the group G is not transitive on Q, then the automaton A is practically 
decomposable. 
(2) Suppose that the group G is transitive on Q. Then the automaton A is 
practically decomposable iff there exist subgroups 
H1 .... ,Hr  
of the group G, which satisfy the following conditions: 




t '~oof  . 
(1) 
C~_H~_ . . .~_~; 
K~_H,.; 
all the quotients i G ]/J H 1 I, I//1 I/I//2 I,...,.and ]H~_ 11/I H,.I 
are smaller than the quotient I G I/l K l- 
Note that the group G is the semigroup of the p-component .d e of A. 
Since the group G is not transitive, `d# is not strongly connected. So 
the statement is obvious by Lemma 4 and Lemma 6. 
(2) (If) By the corollary (3) of Lemma 7, thep-component A#is practically 
decomposable iff so is the coset automaton A[G, K, -X]. By Theorem 1, this coset 
automaton is decomposable into 
A[G, H~ , G] and A[H~ , (K n H1) , H1] , 
and the latter is again decomposable into 
A[H1, He,//1] and A[H., , (K n H 1 n H~), H2], 
and so on. After all, A[G, K, J2] is decomposable into 
A[c, H1, C],..., A[H~_I, (K n HI n ... n Hr), Hr_,]. 
By assumptions (2.1) and (2.2), 
~n~n. . .n~)=Kn~=~.  
By assumption (2.3), this decomposition is practical. (Recall that [Q l -~ 
f G [/I K I and ] H' lH l  = I H[/[ H' [.) 
(Only if) Suppose that the p-component A e of A has a practical decom- 
position (M, 4): 
M = (f)~ × ... × f2~, X, Q, fM, eM). 
In this proof, we represent ~(Ae) by & 
(A) Suppose that 
4(s )  = (.¢1 ,.-.,  s,.), 
where s is the stable lement of the stabilizer K. We define subgroups of G in the 
following way: 
H 1 = {g ~ G I there exists a sequence ~over X such that ~ = g and 
f~ta(h , o0 = h}, 
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H a -~ {g e G ] there exists a sequence a over X such that d ~-- g and 
f~ ,& l ,  ,~, ~) = (s~, ,~)},..., 
H~, ~ {g e G ] there exists a sequence c~ over X such that d = g 
fM( ' l  ,..-, '~ ,  ~) = ('1 .... , '~)}- 
I t  is obvious that these subgroups atisfy condition (2.1). 
(B) Now suppose that g is in the group H , ,  that is: 
= g and  f~(4( , ) ,  ~) = 4(,) 
for some sequence ~. Then, the following four states are equivalent: 
f .~(s, ~),fM(dp(s), ~), 4(s), and s. 
Since A ~ is reduced, we have 
f~(~, ~) = ~. 
Hence 
that is, 
g(s) ~- ~(s) -~ fe (s ,  o 0 = s, 
geK .  
Thus the group H r satisfies condition (2.2). 
(C) Suppose that 
fM. , ( ' l  ,..., ' i ,  ~) = ('1 ,.-., '~-1,  '3  
and 
~. i ( s l  .... , s l ,  ~)  = ('1 ,.. . ,  s~_ l ,  s") 
for some sequences c~ and ft. Since A ~ is strongly connected by the assumption, 
we can assume that 
fM.i(s 1 .... , s', ~,) = (h  ,..., s,) 
for some ~ (see Lemma 8). Now if 
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then 
Hence 
In other words, 
that is, 
Now if 
fM,i(Sl , . . . ,  S i ,  0~'~) ~-  fM,i(Sl)..., Si, ~)  = (Si , . . .  , $i)" 
/~. / 'x  
Hi. 
/N  A 
~(~)- -1  = ~(~) - -1  (~)--1 = (0~) (~) - -1  ff Hi , 
then the above mentioned states ' and s" in Qi are distinct. Therefore, 
j Hi_l//I g~ I ~< the number of states inQi , which appear as the ith element 
in fu . i (h  ..... si, ~) for some c2 ~ Hi-1 
~< [Qil <]QI  = IG I / rKF .  
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 3. Ms = A[S3, {e, (2 3)}, S3]. 
This is an automaton with three states, whose semigroup is isomorphic to the 
nonsimple group S3 • Nevertheless, it has no practical decomposition. In fact, the 
condition 
I S~ [/l//1[ < 3 
is satisfied for no proper subgroup of $3, other than As • But the group A a is a 
cyclic group of order 3 and has no nontrivial subgroup. Therefore, the condition 
] A~ I/l g j  <3  
can never be satisfied, although 
{e, (2 3)} ~ A3. 
THF.Om~M 3. Let A be a reduced, strongly connected permutation automaton. 
Let G be its semigroup and K the stabilizer of an arbitrarily chosen state s of A. 
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The automaton A has a perfect decomposition iff there exist subgroups H1,... , H~ 
of G such that 
G~ HI~ "" ~ H~ K. 
Pro@ The p-component A e of A is also strongly connected, since fe  = f 
for any permutation automaton. It has the same semigroup G as A. 
(If) Taking Hr+ 1 = K, we can apply Theorem 2. The decomposition is
perfect, since 
and 
[ C I/l K1 = (I C 1/[ H1 ]) X "" X (l g~ [/1K I) 
I G I I JK I>[GJ / IH l l  .... ,[H~[/iKI. 
(Only if) Since a perfect decomposition is practical, we can construct 
subgroups H 1 ,..., H r of G in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2. Then 
] G I/I K [  ~< (1 G 1/1 K [) × (] K ]/] H,. i) 
= (I G [ / I / /1 [) x " "  × (I H~_I [/i H, I) 
~< IQ,_I x .-. x IQ~I = IQ I  = 1GI / IK I ,  
where the Q and Qi's denote the state set of A and those of component automata. 
Therefore 
( IK [ / [H~[)  = 1, 
that is, 
K=~.  
By condition (2.1) of Theorem 2, we can select a sequence of proper subgroups 
H~(1) ,..., H~(~! from these subgroups H~'s. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY. If the stabilizer K is a maximal subgroup of G, then the automaton 
A has no perfect decomposition. 
The coset automaton M 2 given in Example 2 has therefore no perfect decom- 
position. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a Moore-type automaton A to be 
practically decomposable (or irreducible) are given. The results will be sum- 
marized as follows. 
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not reduced practically decomposable ou~ 
A ~ ~ wi th  One Or twO states ' " " i r reduc ib le  
~reduced I (G  is not transitive 
~with at least three states ~ _ :'" practically decomposable 
t / i s  transmve 
... Theorem 2. 
Here G represents the subgroup of the semibroup of A defined in Theorem 2. 
An algebraic riterion is also given for a reduced, strongly connected permuta- 
tion automaton to have a perfect decomposition. 
It  will be of interest o find simpler conditions, easy to verify, for some par- 
ticular automata to be irreducible. 
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